Advance reservation services are being used by a range of applications to schedule connection bandwidth resources at future time intervals. To date many different algorithms have been developed to support various point-to-point reservation models. However, with expanding data distribution needs there is a need to schedule more complex service types to provide connectivity between multiple sites/locations. In particular, these offerings can help improve network resource utilization and help expand carrier service portfolios. Along these lines, this paper presents a novel, scalable optimization solution to schedule (virtual) overlay networks with fixed end-point nodes. An improved re-routing heuristic scheme is also proposed and analyzed for comparison purposes.
Introduction
Network advance reservation (AR) allows users to schedule connection bandwidth at future time intervals [1] . These services types are being widely used by a range of applications in scientific computing, work flow process management, and data archival/backup. Overall, AR service models differ from more traditional immediate reservation (IR) models, in which incoming requests are provisioned in an immediate manner based upon current resource levels (network state). Namely, AR solutions must incorporate the time dimension in order to account for varying resource levels at future intervals.
In general, connection scheduling is a challenging topic area, and many AR solutions have been studied in recent years [2] . For example, researchers have developed a range of service models for point-to-point connection demands with fixed start/stop times, variable start/stop times, and fixed transfer volumes, see survey in [2] . Since most related scheduling sub-problems here are known to be NP-complete, both optimization and heuristics-based solutions have been proposed. However, as application paradigms expand, there is a growing need to schedule bandwidth interconnectivity between multiple end-points, e.g., for applications in cloud backup or mirroring, scientific workflow computing, and event broadcasting (sports, conventions, etc.). Along these lines, several studies have looked at more complex service request models. For example, Entel et al. [3] studied multicast connection scheduling in wavelength-routing optical networks. Meanwhile, Gu et al. [4] introduce the more generalized virtual overlay network scheduling (VONS) problem to schedule arbitrary mesh topologies. Consider the details.
Overlay network scheduling entails network resource (i.e., bandwidth) reservation between multiple mesh end-points. This is a very challenging topic since even the batch point-to-point connection scheduling problem is NP-complete [4] , i.e., all known solutions are super-polynomial in time with the input size. Hence by extension the global/batch VONS problem is at least of polynomial degree higher complexity since multiple links are involved. In light of this, Gu et al. [4] specified a global integer linear programming (ILP) optimization model to schedule a full batch of incoming overlay demands. However, since the ILP is largely intractable due to high variable counts, the work in [4] proceeds to develop and analyze two basic heuristic schemes. Hence there is a need to further investigate the VONS problem and develop more formal performance bounds. Along these lines, this paper makes two key contributions:
(a) Develops and solves a new VONS ILP optimization model that only treats a subset of time-overlapping requests. Namely, each incoming overlay request is considered in isolation in a dynamic manner in order to lower variable count complexity. In contrast the work in [4] does not solve any ILP model or provide any sort of bounds for the heuristic schemes. (b) Develops an improved heuristic scheme that incorporates rerouting/re-scheduling strategies to lower request blocking rates and undo the effects of greedy allocation. Since overlay demands are only active at future intervals, prior re-routing of associated link connections will not cause service disruption -a key saliency. In contrast, Gu et al. [4] only present two basic VONS heuristics using minimum hop count and minimum distance routing.
Overall, this work provides a good basis from which to develop further scheduling solutions for cloud-based infrastructure services. Namely, these services require virtual network (VN) provisioning over cloud substrates consisting of computing/storage resource pools (datacenter sites) and interconnecting networks (switches, links), see Fig. 1 . Now VN requests differ from overlay requests in that VN nodes also have (storage, computation) resource requirements and are not necessarily bound to a fixed network locations [5] . Hence VN embedding (VNE) requires both node mapping and connection link routing, adding further dimensionality to the provisioning problem (see Fig. 1 ). Although a range of VNE schemes have been proposed, only immediate reservation scenarios have been studied [6, 7] . Therefore as cloud-based infrastructure services continue to expand, there will be a need to develop VN scheduling schemes as well, and these can leverage from the VONS solutions proposed herein.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 first presents a review of existing work in network virtualization design and AR scheduling. Section 3 then details an improved optimization formulation for the topology overlay scheduling problem, followed by a novel heuristic re-routing scheme in Section 4 . Detailed performance analysis results are then presented in Section 5 along with conclusions and future directions in Section 6 .
Background
AR schemes perform resource (bandwidth) reservation for future transfers. One of the key aspects of the AR problem is that user request durations are bounded over a given time interval, either fixed or variable. Accordingly, various service models have been proposed with fixed start/stop times, variable start/stop times, and variable start/fixed file sizes, etc. [1] . Furthermore, a wide range of point-to-point connection AR scheduling algorithms have also been developed to provision these service models, with many focusing on optical networks, see survey in [7] . These solutions include both optimization [8, 9] and heuristic strategies [10, 11] . The former types assume time-slotted arrivals/departures and pursue various objectives such as minimizing resource utilization, maximizing accepted requests. For example, Andrei et al. [8] formulates a mixed ILP (MILP) optimization model to jointly schedule and route lightpath requests with sliding start/stop times. Owing to the complexity of the problem, a Langrangean approximation is developed to maximize the scheduled demands. Meanwhile Zheng et al. [9] presents another optimization model to minimize wavelength resource utilization. However, optimization designs pose notable scalability limitations due to increased variable counts from the discretized time dimension. Hence a range of AR heuristics have also been proposed for on-line request arrivals. For example, Zheng and Mouftah [10, 11] present graphbased schemes to schedule fixed start/stop time lightpaths demands (without wavelength conversion). These methods perform a greedy search using fixed-alternate routing methods. Now unlike immediate reservation, advance reservation requests are not active until their future scheduled time intervals. Hence these services can be re-routed prior to start without disrupting any active transfers. Along these lines, several AR connection re-routing schemes have been proposed to improve blocking rates and accommodate more requests [12, 13] . Most of these algorithms use graph-based heuristics to achieve a tradeoff between blocking reduction (carried load) and re-routing attempts (complexity). For example, Wallace et al. [12] present two algorithms to minimize the number of re-routed reservations, and findings show good blocking reduction versus non-re-routing schemes. Meanwhile Xie et al. [13] develops an ILP model to re-optimize scheduled demands and accommodate new requests. This algorithm is triggered if a regular (heuristic) scheduling algorithm fails and uses a maximum look-ahead time parameter to bound optimization time windows (complexity). Overall, this ILP scheme gives notably lower blocking as compared to some heuristic methods, but this solution is only feasible for relatively small network sizes (under 10 nodes).
Meanwhile, the overlay network design problem has also been investigated. The overall aim here is to embed dedicated client topologies (sets of virtual links) between select network nodes to provide improved performance, e.g., quality of service (QoS), survivability, etc. In general, network overlays can be used to support specific applications such as packetized voice, video streaming, datacenter interconnection, etc. For example, the service overlay network (SON) [14] study develops an optimization model to statically allocate bandwidth resources for overlay topologies (sets of connection routes between gateways). This formulation uses queuing models to incorporate oversubscription (in terms of load parameters) and tries to maximize revenues subject to oversubscription penalties. An approximate solution is developed and results are analyzed for different per-unit bandwidth prices and bandwidth levels. Meanwhile, the resilient overlay network (RON) project [15] uses overlays to improve network routing convergence and resiliency. Specifically virtual links are provisioned between designated routers running dedicated link-state routing protocols to achieve various objectives, e.g., delay or loss minimization, rapid recovery, etc. Results show notable reduction in failure recovery times versus the legacy border gateway protocol (BGP), i.e., seconds versus minutes.
In addition, other effort s have also considered overlay topology provisioning in more specialized networks. For example, Xie et al. [16, 17] present several schemes for extending Ethernet local area network (LAN) services over SONET/SDH networks using full-mesh or star/hub overlays. These algorithms use shortest-path heuristics to route virtual link connections, and SONET/SDH inverse multiplexing capabilities are also leveraged for partial/tiered recovery via multi-path splitting. Other effort s have proposed optical overlay provisioning in fiber-based networks with specialized physical-layer constraints/capabilities, e.g., wavelength continuity, fixed/flexible spectrum, regeneration/amplification, etc. [18] . For example, Pages et al. [19] presents two ILP-based schemes for maximizing carried loads in optical networks with both fixed and flexible spectrum grids. The findings show higher carried loads with the flexible spectrum approach, albeit the associated ILP model is less scalable. Researchers have also studied the more generalized virtual network (VN) embedding problem [6, 7] where the virtual node locations themselves are variable and subject to placement ( Fig. 1 ) . Now as services expand, there is a need to schedule bandwidth connectivity between multiple sites, e.g., for applications in cloud/datacenter mirroring and backup, event broadcasting, scientific computing, etc. However, only a handful of studies have looked at scheduling non-point-to-point demands/services. For example, Entel et al. [3] studied multicast connection reservation in optical networks. Namely, several optimization and heuristicsbased schemes are proposed to setup wavelength connection paths with/without multicast group members. However, the ILP models are only solvable for relatively small networks (under 20 nodes), and findings show improved wavelength conservation for multicast-aware routing schemes. Finally, Gu et al. [4] introduce the virtual overlay network scheduling (VONS) problem for scheduling arbitrary mesh overlay topologies, i.e., sets of virtual links between designated network nodes. Namely, an ILP formulation is introduced to minimize resource usage across a set of overlay requests. However, due to excessive variable count complexity, only basic greedy heuristics are presented instead to schedule virtual link connections. Specifically, several link weighting schemes are tested in [4] , including static (equal) link weights for resource minimization and dynamic bandwidth usage-based weights for loadbalancing. Overall the results show reduced blocking rates with the latter weighting schemes.
Nevertheless, although Gu et al. [4] present some good findings, many further issues remain. Foremost, there is a need to develop and solve proper optimization solutions in order to bound overlay scheduling performance. Improved heuristics are also required to improved carried load (revenues) for operators. These concerns are now addressed.
Optimization formulation
As noted earlier in [2] , the point-to-point connection AR scheduling problem is NP-complete. Hence by extension the overlay scheduling problem is also of at least polynomial-degree higher complexity than NP-complete. In light of this, it is very difficult to find tractable optimization-based solutions, particularly for larger networks. For example, Gu et al. [4] present a "global" ILP formulation to schedule a complete batch of a-priori overlay requests, but this model cannot be solved due to excessive variable counts, i.e., as it tries to optimize all demands over the full time horizon (all timeslots).
To address these scalability limitations, a novel dynamic optimization scheme is presented for overlay scheduling (VONS problem). This approach adapts the ILP model in [4] and only optimizes a single overlay request over the residual substrate capacity graph using a shorter time window, i.e., fewer time slots. This contrasts with the optimization framework in [4] which tries to map all requests over the full capacity graph and complete time horizon. Namely, to achieve a tradeoff between performance and complexity, the dynamic ILP only optimizes a subset of the accepted (earlier scheduled) demands that overlap with the incoming request. Since these requests are not yet active, re-optimizing them does not cause any service disruptions. This revised optimization is now detailed.
First consider the requisite notation for substrate and overlay network topologies, as shown in Fig. 2 . The substrate network here is modeled as a graph, G ( V , E ), where V is the set of router/switches nodes and E is the set of network links. Without loss of generality, all links are assumed to have fixed capacity, C , and connectivity is bi-directional, i.e., there are two opposing uni-directional links between neighboring nodes. Each link e ∈ E also has an associated capacity function, c e ( t ), which represents its used (available) capacity as a function of time (future intervals). Meanwhile overlay network requests are denoted by the 5-tuple,
where n is the request index, S n is the set of node/sites ( S n ⊆V ), L n is the set of overlay (virtual) links, t n s is the request start time, and t n e is the request end time. Without loss of generality, it is also assumed that all overlay links l n i j ∈ L n request b n units of bandwidth, b n ≤ C . Note that a request can start at any time after it is received. Hence immediate reservation (IR) requests can be regarded as special cases where the t n s values are very close to the actual request arrival times, i.e., with some minor added delays for provisioning and setup.
Using the above notation, an overlay request is specified as a set of directional connections, i.e., nodes in S n interconnected via a set of "virtual" overlay links given in L n (see examples in Fig. 2 ). Carefully note that this formulation only incorporates bandwidth resources, although its can be extended to include datacenter (i.e., computing, storage) resources at the nodes as well. Also, in order to satisfy integer constraints, time is discretized into fixed timeslots of duration T , and all t n s and t n e values are chosen as integral multiples thereof. In addition, several other variables are also defined here as follows: Now consider the reduction of the optimization time window, an example of which is shown in Fig. 3 . Here, T w denotes the arrival time of the new request r w , and this also happens to be when the ILP computation is triggered. Meanwhile, T m is defined as the maximum look-ahead time and is set to the maximum end time across all overlapping inactive reservations in set R t w e T w ∪ { r w } . Hence any request that starts after request r w ends will not impact it. Based upon this maximum look-ahead time, the ILP (re)optimization only considers accepted but inactive reservations in the interval [ T w , T m ] , i.e., only those requests that start after T w and end before T m . Hence for the case in Fig. 3 , only requests r 1 , r 2 , and r 3 are included in the ILP formulation (and not request r 4 ). Alternatively, if request r 2 had ended before r w arrived, then it would not be included in the re-optimization. Overall, reducing the number of timeslots in the optimization improves computational scalability, but can also result in a locally-optimal (sub-optimal) solution.
Using the above notation, the overall objective function is defined as:
subject to the following constraints:
Here Eq. (1) (4) and (5) ) ensure flow conservation at the respective substrate source (destination) nodes. Meanwhile, Eq. (6) ensures input/output flow conservation at transit nodes. Also, Eq. (7) limits the total provisioned bandwidth on a link to below its maximum capacity, whereas Eq. (8) ensures route consistency in the request interval.
The pseudocode listing of the dynamic optimization solution is shown in Fig. 4 . The scheme first identifies the set of overlapping scheduled reservations to (re)optimize when a new request arrives and then frees up their reserved capacities. To do this, a temporary working copy of the residual bandwidth graph, i.e., G ( V , E ), is generated and the maximum look-ahead time window used to identify the overlapping demands. An ILP formulation is then run for the request along with its set of overlapping reservations over the substrate graph G ( V , E ). If this ILP is successful in finding valid mappings for all reservations in the set, then the request is accepted and the residual resource graph G ( V , E ) is replaced by the temporary working graph G ( V , E ). Otherwise the incoming request is dropped.
Overall, the dynamic ILP model greatly reduces run-time complexity versus the "global" ILP formulation in [4] . For example, consider a 10 node mesh topology with 100 overlay requests. If the requests have average holding times of 10 timeslots and average inter-arrival times of 5 timeslots, then approximately 500 timeslots are required for the global optimization scheme in [4] . Furthermore, if each overlay request demands 3 nodes and 3 links, the total number of variables in the global optimization is approximately 15,0 0 0,0 0 0 (i.e., 3 × 10 0 total links, 10 × 10 node-to-node topology, and 500 timeslots). Clearly this value poses insurmountable complexity for most modern servers. Now consider the fact that on average, only 2 requests will overlap in time. Hence assuming a maximum look-ahead time of 10 timeslots in the dynamic optimization, the total number of optimization variables drops to about 90 0 0, i.e., 3 × 2 × 10 × 10 × 15 = 90 0 0 (i.e., 3 × 2 total links, 10 × 10 node-to-node topology, and 15 timeslots). This figure is more than three orders of magnitude lower than that for the global optimization and makes the solution much more tractable.
Re-routing heuristic
Some novel overlay scheduling heuristics are also presented to improve upon the greedy schemes in [4] . The overall goal here is to use re-routing techniques to re-map accepted overlay requests in order to make room for a new demands, i.e., much in the in the same way the dynamic ILP operates. This approach is motivated by earlier work on AR connection re-routing, which has shown good blocking reduction, see [13] . Consider the details.
A high-level view of the proposed re-routing framework is illustrated in Fig. 5 along with a more detailed psuedocode description in Fig. 6 . Overall, this heuristic comprises of two stages. The first stage (Stage 1) attempts a regular setup for a new request. If this stage fails, then the second stage (Stage 2) tries to re-route a subset of time-overlapped (virtual link) connections to create enough free resources to accommodate the new request. One of the key objectives here is to achieve a balance between computational complexity (i.e., number of re-routing attempts) and request blocking rates. The two stages are now detailed further. 
Baseline scheduling (Stage 1)
The initial stage simply runs a baseline heuristic to setup an incoming overlay request (steps 4 and 5, Fig. 6 ). Now technically any overlay scheduling heuristic can be re-used here. However, for the purposes herein, the load-balancing min-distance strategy is chosen as it gives the best performance out of all the schemes in [4] , i.e., reduced blocking (higher carried loads) versus the resource minimization strategy. Specifically, this approach assigns dynamic "load-based" weights to links in G ( V , E ) and then uses them to compute minimum cost routes for all virtual link connections using Dijkstra's algorithm (sequential manner). Namely, the weight for link e is computed as inversely-proportional to its lowest residual capacity in the request interval: w = 1 / (χ + ) (9) where
c e (t) (10) where c e ( t ) is the earlier-defined link capacity function, and is a small value chosen to avoid division errors. Note that all the above computations are done using a temporary copy of the residual bandwidth graph, termed G * ( V , E ), see steps 1 and 2, Fig. 6 . This copy is used to track/store all accepted connection reservations (virtual links) in the request being processed. Now if the overall setup is successful, then the original capacity graph G ( V , E ) is replaced by G * ( V , E ), i.e., steps 22 and 23, Fig. 6 . To further improve setup success, Dijkstra's algorithm only considers substrate links in G * ( V , E ) with sufficient capacity to provision the requested bandwidth for r w , b w (step 4, Fig. 5 (11) Based upon the above, all links with b min e < b w in G * ( V , E ) are removed to generate a reduced sub-graph for routing computation, labeled as G ( V , E ). This approach tries to achieve better load distribution by preventing specific substrate links from becoming overloaded. An example of bottleneck link capacity selection is also shown in Fig. 7 . 
Scheduling re-routing (Stage 2)
The re-routing stage is triggered if a virtual link connection attempt in Stage 1 is unsuccessful, i.e., steps 9-21, Fig. 6 . Specifically, a candidate path is first computed for the failed overlay link request. Next, a subset of the existing reservations on the candidate path links are re-routed to free up capacity for the failed request. However, since multiple reservations can be perturbed by this rerouting/re-scheduling phase, it is important to limit the number of re-routing attempts, i.e., generally divergent objective versus blocking reduction. Hence several candidate path selection approaches are proposed here including:
• Minimum Hop Re-Routing (MHR): This scheme selects the candidate path as the shortest hop count path between the (failed) overlay link end-point nodes using Dijkstra's algorithm. Choosing the shortest path indirectly tries to minimize re-routing disruption.
• Minimum Number Re-Routing (MNR): This scheme selects a candidate path to minimize the disruption of scheduled demands (re-routing complexity). Namely, the k-shortest paths (k-SP) between the overlay link request's end-point nodes are computed, and the path giving the fewest number of (virtual link connection) re-routings is chosen. Specifically, this is done by ordering all connection reservations on a link by decreasing bandwidth size and then counting the minimum number needed to meet the requested capacity, b w .
• Threshold Re-Route (THR): This scheme minimizes the amount of perturbation by selecting a path that already has a fraction ρ (0 ≤ ρ < 1) of the requested overlay link capacity in the interval. Namely, Dijkstra's shortest-path algorithm is re-run over G * ( V , E ), and all links with bottleneck capacity below the fractional amount are precluded from consideration, i.e., link e with b min e ≥ ρb w in [ t w s , t w e ] is kept. This approach is similar to the connection-level AR re-routing scheme in [13] .
Once a candidate path has been chosen, a subset of the existing (overlay link) connection reservations on its links are selected for re-routing, i.e., termed as the re-routing connection set . Clearly these reservations can span across multiple overlay demands. Hence to minimize disruption of accepted demands, connections on the candidate path (links) are first sorted in terms of decreasing bandwidth size. The re-routing procedure then loops through all candidate path links, and for each, iteratively moves a sufficient number of scheduled connections (with overlapping durations) to the re-routing connection set to free up capacity. Specifically, upon each iteration at a candidate path link, the bottleneck link bandwidth b min e is recomputed until enough capacity is freed for the new request (step 15, Fig. 6 ) .
Finally, the heuristic tries to sequentially re-schedule all reservations in the re-routing connection set (steps 17-21, Fig. 6 ). This step basically re-runs the regular Stage 1 setup algorithm (from Section 4.1 ) for each request over the temporary G * ( V , E ) graph. If all reservations in the re-routing connection set can be successfully re-scheduled, then re-routing is deemed successful and the request is accepted. Otherwise the request is rejected and the setup attempt terminated. Note that additional improvements can also be devised here. For example, the reservations in the rerouting connection set can be sorted based upon increasing or decreasing capacity sizes. This will have a potential impact on the future requests. However, such modifications are left for future study.
Computational complexity
Now consider the overall run-time complexity of the heuristic approach, starting with Stage 1. Foremost, the bottleneck link capacity filtering step is of O (| E |) complexity. Meanwhile, Dijkstra's shortest path algorithm (used in the min-distance scheme) [20] . Hence the aggregate run-time complexity for scheduling each virtual link is 
Next consider the re-routing stage, Stage 2. The first step focuses on candidate path selection, and here both the MHR and THR schemes use Dijkstra's shortest path algorithm to compute a candidate path, i.e., O (| E| + | V | log (| V | )) complexity, akin to Stage 1.
However the MNR strategy is more involved since it first computes k -shortest paths and then selects one with the smallest number of overlay links to re-route. This latter step requires sorting all reservations along each of the k -shortest paths. Now k -shortest paths computation can be solved in time [21] . In the worst case, the MNR scheme may have to process all O (| E |) links in G * ( V , E ), and each link may have up to O (| V | 2 ) reservations [13] . Sorting these reservations in decreasing order of bandwidth size adds an additional O (| E || V | 2 log | V |) complexity, yielding a total
Finally, to compute the re-routing connection set, both MHR and THR schemes must sort the previously-scheduled reservations in decreasing order, i.e., O (| E || V | 2 log | V |) complexity. However, since the MNR scheme already performs this sorting step earlier, it has constant time complexity here. Leveraging the above, the total number of re-routing attempts (across all three candidate path selection strategies) is upper-bounded by O (| V | 2 ), i.e. the same as the maximum number of reservations on each link. This yields a computational complexity bound of
three heuristics. In practice, however, the number of active connections on a link will be well below | V | 2 , and this will give much lower run-time complexity. These overall bounds are also summarized in Table 1 .
Performance analysis
The performance of the overlay scheduling schemes is now analyzed. Namely, advanced discrete event simulation models are developed in the OPNET Modeler TM toolkit to generate and process overlay requests/demands. Meanwhile, the dynamic optimization model ( Section 3 ) is also solved by generating external filedriven calls to the CPLEX optimization solver tool. Furthermore, two topologies are tested here, including the NSFNET backbone with 16 nodes/25 links (3.12 node degree) and a larger network with 24 nodes/43 links (3.58 node degree), see Fig. 8 . All nodes are assumed to be IP multiprotocol label switching (MPLS) routers with 10 Gbps links and advanced bandwidth provisioning capabilities.
Meanwhile, the Inet topology generator is used to generate random overlay requests (topologies) with 4-6 nodes each and an average node degree of 2.5. The corresponding overlay link capacities are also chosen in a random manner, ranging uniformly between 100 and 10 0 0 Mbps. Furthermore, incoming requests have exponentially-distributed holding and inter-arrival times with means μ and λ, respectively (rounded to nearest timeslot value).
In particular, the mean holding time is set to 10 timeslots, and the mean inter-arrival time is varied according to the desired input load. Carefully note that network load is commonly measured using the dimensionless Erlang metric, defined as the ratio of the service rate to the arrival rate [22] . However, in order to properly account for varying numbers of virtual links (i.e., connections) in an overlay request, a slightly modified load metric is proposed here (n − 1) × μ/λ (12) for overlay topologies ranging from n = 4 -6 nodes. Consider the findings now. First, sensitivity tests are done to select the fractional bandwidth parameter, ρ, for the THR scheme. Namely, three different ρ values are tested for both network topologies, i.e., ρ = 0.1, 0.5, and 0.9. Overall blocking results (not shown) indicate very minimal variations between the different ρ values, i.e., blocking rates for different ρ values within 1% of each other at any given input load. Meanwhile the average overlay connection path lengths are shown in Fig. 9 and indicate slightly higher utilization with smaller ρ values (particularly at higher loads). Nevertheless, the respective differences between the ρ values still fall within 1% of each other at any given input load. Next, the number of re-routed reservations is plotted in Fig. 10 , and these results show notably higher overheads with smaller ρ values, i.e., due to reduced re-route triggering thresholds. Finally, the re-routing success rates are also plotted in Fig. 11 and indicate improved setup performance with larger ρ values. This is expected since larger ρ values result in fewer, more successful re-routing attempts. Based upon these findings, a median value of ρ = 0 . 5 is chosen to maintain a balance between rerouting overheads and blocking reduction. Next, detailed tests are done to compare the performances of the dynamic optimization and heuristic schemes (MHR, MNR, THR). The baseline scheduling heuristic in Section 4.1 is also tested here in order to provide a "non-re-routing" reference. As mentioned earlier, this baseline is the same as the best-performing min-distance heuristic in [4] . Furthermore, since the ILP optimization approach has notably higher run-time complexity, all tests comparing its performance are done using 10 0 0 random overlay requests. Otherwise, all runs are averaged over 10 0,0 0 0 random requests.
Foremost, blocking results are shown in Fig. 12 and confirm that the dynamic ILP scheme gives the highest setup success rates. For example, at higher input loads this scheme gives almost 25% lower blocking versus the baseline min-distance heuristic and close to 15% lower blocking versus the re-routing heuristics (for both network topologies). Meanwhile, the separation between the rerouting and non-rerouting heuristics is generally lower, but still notable, i.e., averaging around 10% depending upon input load. However, only minor differences are seen between the various rerouting (candidate path selection) schemes, with the respective blocking ratios falling within 2% of each other. The corresponding run times for the dynamic ILP scheme are also shown in Table 2 (for 10 0 0 requests processed on a 3.7 GHz quad-core processor with 8 gigabytes of memory). Although these values increase with load, they mostly fall within the 10s of seconds rage, indicating good applicability in on-line settings.
Next, the average overlay connection path lengths are plotted in Fig. 13 . As expected, the dynamic ILP scheme gives the lowest resource utilization, followed by the non-re-routing heuristic. In Table 2 Average run-time comparison.
Schemes
Heuristic Heuristic ILP no re-routing re-routing optimization Single request < 1 s < 1 s 5-10 s All requests 15-20 s 20-30 s 100-180 min particular, the optimization approach gives about 5-10% lower hop count values than the baseline min-distance scheme. By contrast, the re-routing schemes give slightly longer path lengths, indicating higher resource utilization. In general, this is expected as rerouting procedures force longer detour routes to accomodate new demands, i.e., tradeoff between blocking and resource efficiency. The individual re-routing heuristics are also compared here. First, Fig. 14 plots the total number of re-rerouted link connections for each scheme in order to gauge overall run-time durations. These findings indicate that the THR (MHR) algorithm gives the lowest (highest) amount of re-routing. In light of the relatively close blocking performances across all heuristics ( Fig. 12 ) , it can be concluded that the THR scheme gives the most compet- itive re-routing performance. Meanwhile, re-routing success rates are also plotted in Fig. 15 to gauge the efficiency of the re-routing schemes. These findings show that re-routing is much more effective at lower load regimes, as there are fewer contending users and more available network resources (resulting in fewer re-routings).
Despite some fluctuations here, the THR scheme gives the highest overall re-routing success rates. Hence this heuristic is deemed more efficient than the MHR and MNR re-routing schemes, i.e., even though all variants yield very close blocking and resource utilization results (see Figs. 12 and 13 ) . 
Conclusions and future work
Network advance reservation (traffic scheduling) is an important area, and a range of studies have looked at reserving point-to-point connection demands. However, as user applications continue to evolve, there is a further need to schedule more complex overlay topologies at future intervals. This paper addresses this concern and presents a novel dynamic optimization scheme for overlay scheduling. In addition, some advanced heuristic solutions are also developed by using connection re-routing strategies. Overall findings confirm that the optimization approach gives the lowest blocking and resource utilization. However, the proposed re-routing heuristics also provide very good gains over a baseline greedy heuristic scheme. In particular, strategies which use thresholding to minimize the amount of re-routed capacity give the highest request acceptance rates. Future effort s will look at extending these schemes to address the more general virtual network scheduling problem for cloud-based settings.
